Spatial properties of rod-cone interactions in flicker and hue detection.
Rod-cone interactions in flicker and hue detection were compared to examine the hypothesis that they are mediated by mechanisms with different spatial properties. Flicker and hue thresholds for a 1 deg test stimulus (TS) were measured as a function of background luminance and diameter. Flicker thresholds were reduced from their dark-adapted value by an 11 deg diameter background, but not by a 1 deg background. These results, in agreement with previous work, demonstrate that light adaptation of rods surrounding the TS is necessary to eliminate their effect on cone flicker thresholds. In contrast, hue thresholds were reduced from their dark-adapted value to a comparable degree by 1 and 11 deg backgrounds, indicating that light adaptation of the rods stimulated by the TS is sufficient to abolish the rod-cone hue interaction. Our results support the contention that the rod-cone flicker and hue interactions are mediated by different mechanisms. We also demonstrated that changing the detection task while keeping stimulus parameters constant is sufficient to shift between these two types of rod-cone interactions.